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Cyber-Taxonomy: Set to Transform our 
Knowledge of Life on Earth with Ocean 
Census  

Groundbreaking initiative, coordinated by The Nippon Foundation and Nekton, 
harnesses major technology advances to accelerate the discovery and documentation 
of ocean life, tackling the significant knowledge gap in marine biodiversity. 
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Oxford, UK, 03 October 2023 –A landmark new approach to the discovery of life - cyber-
taxonomy - has been revealed in Frontiers of Marine Science. Co-designed by dozens of 
international experts, the new approach creates digital twins of each species and provides 
the revolutionary potential that is underpinning Ocean Census, a large-scale strategic 
science mission, designed to significantly accelerate the discovery and documentation of 
marine species. The initiative tackles the pressing knowledge gap surrounding the diversity 
and distribution of marine life by deploying an innovative cyber-taxonomy approach, merging 
traditional taxonomy methods with cutting-edge technologies such as DNA sequencing, 
high-resolution digital imaging and machine learning 
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The ocean, the largest ecosystem on Earth, harbours an unrivalled area of wilderness, 
making the preservation of its biodiversity crucial for ecological equilibrium and human well-
being. Understanding the myriad forms of marine life is imperative for realising its societal 
benefits and mitigating human impacts to sustain healthy marine ecosystems. 
 
“Life has evolved in our ocean for three times as long as life on land and holds the clues to 
four billion years of our evolutionary heritage”, shared Yohei Sasakawa, Chair of The 
Nippon Foundation. “Cyber-taxonomy will enable Ocean Census to discover, sequence 
and decode the DNA of ocean life, increasing the speed and scale of the discovery 
exponentially.” 
 
Although it’s estimated that between 1-2 million species inhabit our ocean, around 75% to 
90% remain undescribed. The longstanding void in the knowledge and observation of marine 
species is concerning, with potential unrecorded extinctions and declines aggravating the 
prevailing biodiversity crisis. It is very difficult to protect what is not yet known. It currently 
takes one to two years to several decades to describe a species from its initial collection, 
necessitatIng an expedited approach to marine discovery. 
 
Launched this April by The Nippon Foundation of Japan and UK-based marine research 
charity Nekton, Ocean Census harnesses the latest DNA sequencing digital imaging 
technologies and machine learning with conventional taxonomy, optimising the species 
identification and description process. Through these approaches, a digital twin, or ‘Digital 
Life Form’ of each specimen is created. Taxonomists then draw on the data to determine if 
the species are new to science. Ocean Census aims to utilise cyber-taxonomy with an 
ambitious target of 100,000 new species discovered within the decade. 
 
Through the digitization of specimen collection data and the creation of a cyber-biodiversity 
system for data distribution, the initiative grants far greater and more equitable access to 
biodiversity knowledge, propelling species discovery to unprecedented levels and galvanise 
conservation efforts 
 
"Ocean Census is not merely about discovering the unknown but reshaping the way we 
understand marine biodiversity. The integration of advanced technologies with traditional 
taxonomic studies is pivotal. It rejuvenates our pursuit of knowledge in marine biology, 
addressing the urgent need for detailed information on diverse marine species to counter the 
prevailing biodiversity crisis," comments Prof. Dr. Alex Rogers, Science Director at Ocean 
Census and leading co-author of the paper. 
 
Cyber-taxonomy emerges as a distinctive, transformative methodology, intertwining 
technology and taxonomy to drive humankind closer to Ocean Census’ ambitious scientific, 
exploration and conservation goals. This approach empowers scientists to address critical 
questions in marine biology and conservation more effectively, fostering an enriched 
understanding of global patterns and processes in marine ecosystems. 
 
Dr. Tim O’Hara, co-author and Senior Curator at Museums Victoria, Australia, adds, 
"The cyber-taxonomy approach is at the heart of Ocean Census. It is not only innovative but 



 
essential in revolutionising our approach to discovering and studying marine life. Through 
this, we can disseminate knowledge at an unprecedented scale, allowing more discoveries 
to be made rapidly." 
 
Ocean Census is constructing a global network of scientists and Biodiversity Centres, 
fostering collaboration to enhance ocean life discovery efforts worldwide, including in low- 
and middle-income countries. By ensuring equitable involvement and knowledge sharing, 
discoveries made under this initiative are universally accessible, enriching global biodiversity 
comprehension. 
 
Dr. Punyasloke Bhadury, co-author and professor at the Indian Institute of Science 
Education and Research Kolkata, remarks, "This mission is a testament to the power of 
global collaboration. By bringing together minds and resources from around the world, we 
are ensuring that the discoveries made are not just advancements in science but 
contributions to global knowledge, accessible to all." 
 
The groundbreaking paper, published on 27 September, does not merely shed light on the 
immense possibilities of discovering unknown marine species but also emphasises the 
critical necessity of such discoveries in the face of the escalating global biodiversity crisis. 
The preservation of knowledge, including genomic data of species on the brink of extinction, 
is integral to sustaining and revitalising the rich tapestry of marine life. 
 
Dr. Hiromi K Watanabe, co-author and malacologist at the Institute for Extra-Cutting-
Edge Science and Technology Avant-Garde Research (X-Star), Japan Agency for 
Marine-Earth Science and Technology (JAMSTEC) says, “This paper accentuates the 
pivotal role of technology-infused taxonomy in expediting the unravelling of oceanic 
mysteries, ultimately contributing to the conservation and sustainable management of our 
oceans' invaluable biodiversity. The taxonomic achievements with an inclusive initiative with 
the countries without natural history museums will raise the basis of natural science 
globally.” 
 
Learn more about the innovative Ocean Census and join us in our mission. Discover 
how you can contribute to this transformative journey by visiting 
www.oceancensus.org and following us on social media @oceancensus. 
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About The Nippon Foundation-Nekton Ocean Census Project 
Ocean Census is a global collaborative initiative, an open network of science, business, media 
and civil society organisations joining forces. It has been founded by The Nippon Foundation, 
the largest non-profit foundation in Japan that focuses on philanthropy through social 
innovation and Nekton, a UK-based marine science and conservation institute. 
  
The mission is only made possible through partnerships with a range of philanthropic, 
government and commercial organisations who all share a vision to discover and protect 
ocean life. For more information, please visit www.oceancensus.org and follow us 
@OceanCensus across social media. 
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